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research + writing: 



midtown manhattan plan (1969)



times square: phase I (2009)



times square: phase II



short-term action, long-term change



times square vision (2014)





“...it is about getting it right for now and at 
the same time being tactical and strategic 
about later...and about disturbing the order of 

things in the interests of change.”

- Nabeel Hamdi
author: about the art of practice and the limits of planning in cities



five key characteristics

1. Vision: A deliberate, iterative approach 
to instigating long-term change.

2. Context: The offering of local ideas for 
local neighborhood issues.

3. Agility: Short-term commitment

4. Value: Low risk, high reward.

5. Community: The development of 
social capital and the building of 
organizational capacity



three converging trends



shifting demographics, shifting preferences
Gen Y is comprised of nearly 100 million people.



millenials are accelerating a culture shift + are 
interested in remaking urban neighborhoods

Gen Y is outcome-oriented, not 
process driven.

Digital natives.



“...this massive generational force, which 
outnumbers baby boomers, promises to 
transform our world in the image of the 
Internet, a world where sharing and 

contributing to the common good are as 
normal as breathing.”

- Neal Gorenflo
Editor, Shareable





I don’t like talking about “solutions.” I prefer 
talking about intelligent responses.





build a better block: 











short-term action, long-term change



cleveland urban design collaborative: 
pop-up rockwell



testing a two-way cycle track 



build a better7 bike lane





park(ing) day sparks an international movement



san francisco “parklets”



nyc “pop-up cafes” now called “street seats”



vancouver’s “parallel park”



long beach parklet – an engine for job growth



geneva, switzerland





stuart, fl

$10,000 public investment

18 month pilot program made official

Restaurant reports 25% increase in sales



San Francisco

park mobiles



OKC: bicycle parking/seating prototype



park-making













tactical urbanism is occurring most frequently in 
people-oriented places, places people love



scale matters!

Stoop theatre North Adams, MA Streating, New Haven, CT



tactical urbanism does not work here.



“Great places are cultivated, not designed.” 
– Fred Kent
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